The neurophysiological basis of motor processes and their control is of tremendous interest to basic researchers and clinicians alike. Notably, both movement initiation and cancellation are accompanied by prominent field potential changes in the β-frequency band (15-29Hz). In trial-averages, movement initiation is indexed by β-band desynchronization over sensorimotor sites, while movement cancellation is signified by β-power increases over (pre)frontal areas. However, averaging misrepresents the true nature of the β-signal. As recent work has highlighted, raw β-band activity is characterized by short-lasting, burst-like events, rather than by steady modulations. To investigate how such β-bursts relate to movement initiation and cancellation in humans, we investigated scalp-recorded β-band activity in 234 healthy subjects performing the Stop-signal task. Four observations were made: First, both movement initiation and cancellation were indexed by systematic, localized changes in β-bursting. While β-bursting at bilateral sensorimotor sites steadily declined during movement initiation, β-bursting increased at fronto-central sites when Stopsignals instructed movement cancellation. Second, the amount of fronto-central β-bursting clearly distinguished successful from unsuccessful movement cancellation. Third, the emergence of fronto-central β-bursting coincided with the latency of the movement cancellation process, indexed by Stop-signal reaction time. Fourth, individual fronto-central β-bursts during movement cancellation were followed by a low-latency re-instantiation of bilateral sensorimotor β-bursting. These findings suggest that β-bursting is a fundamental signature of the motor system, reflecting a steady inhibition of motor cortex that is suppressed during movement initiation, and can be rapidly re-instantiated by frontal areas when movements have to be rapidly cancelled.
Introduction
Activity in the β-frequency band ) is a prominent constituent of the neural field potential. It can be observed at spatial scales ranging from extracellular to scalp recordings, in species ranging from rodents to humans, and using methods ranging from intracranial recordings to magnetoencephalography [1] [2] [3] [4] . The β-frequency plays a particularly important role in the functioning of the motor system. In particular, during movement initiation, a prominent desynchronization of β-band activity is clearly observable over sensorimotor areas [5, 6] . In contrast, the rapid cancellation of movement is accompanied by β-power increases over (pre-)frontal cortical areas generally implicated in cognitive control [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Moreover, movement-related changes in β-power can also be observed in extrapyramidal parts of the motor system, including the basal ganglia [12] [13] [14] [15] , where abnormal β-rhythms are prominently observed in movement disorders such as Parkinson's Disease [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Recent studies of raw, unaveraged β-band activity, however, have led to a significant reappraisal of the nature of this β-band activity. While trial-averaging approaches suggest that movement-related changes in the β-band reflect steady (de)synchronizations that stretch over several hundred milliseconds, unaveraged β-band activity is primarily characterized by rapid burst-like events, which typically last less than ~150ms [20] [21] [22] .
While these burst-events appear as slow-evolving (de)synchronizations in the trial-average, analyses of single-trial data have found that the simple presence or absence of these β-bursts, rather than overall changes in β-power, is the most reliable predictor of trial-to-trial behavior [3] .
Here, we therefore investigate the characteristics of single-trial β-bursting in humans during both the initiation, and particularly, during the rapid cancellation of movement. A large sample of healthy human participants (N=234) performed the stop-signal task [23, 24] , a motor task that includes both instances of movement initiation (following a Go-signal) and movement cancellation (on trials that include a subsequent Stop-signal). We used noninvasive scalp-EEG recordings to investigate how β-bursting on individual trials indexes both processes and the interaction between them. Specifically, we investigated five questions: 1. Is human β-band activity during movement burst-like? 2. Are there systematic topographical patterns of β-bursts during both movement initiation and -cancellation? 3.
Are movement initiation and cancellation accompanied by systematic temporal patterns of β-burst activity? 4. Do specific patterns of β-burst activity distinguish successful from unsuccessful movement cancellation? 5. Are there systematic relationships between initiation and cancellation-related changes in β-bursting when movements have to be rapidly stopped? Figure 1a shows that after Go-signals (which prompt the start of movement initiation), bilateral sensorimotor sites (electrodes C3 and C4) initially show localized β-bursting, which immediately begins to decrease as time gets closer to movement execution, resulting in a significant linear trend (Figure 1b 
Results

Systematic spatiotemporal patterns of β-bursts characterize both movement initiation and cancellation
0001, FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons. It is evident that while movement initiation (Go-trials) is accompanied by a significantly increased β-burst count at lateral electrodes until ~175ms after the Go-signal, movement cancellation is accompanied by a significantly increased β-burst count at fronto-central electrodes, starting at ~225ms after the Stop-signal.
Fronto-central β-bursts are followed by increased bilateral sensorimotor β-bursting Figure 4a shows the temporal development of β-bursting at sensorimotor sites ipsiand contralateral to the to-be-stopped movement on successful stop-trials. Importantly, these plots are time-locked to the latency of the first fronto-central β-burst event that occurred within the pre-SSRT time period. This is the time period during which the Stopprocess should be active according the race-models of the Stop-signal task [23, 25, 26] . These 
Discussion
The current set of findings shows that β-bursting on individual trials is tightly related to movement in humans. Prior to movement initiation, bilateral sensorimotor sites showed localized patterns of β-bursting, which may represent an inhibited state of the motor system [4, 11, 27] . This β-bursting is then steadily reduced when a Go-signal is presented and a movement is initiated (reflecting a net-disinhibition of the motor system). Notably, this reduction in burst-rates lateralized just prior to movement execution, which mirrors prior observations of lateralized movement-related β-desynchronizations in the trial average [6, 28, 29] , and likely explains these patterns.
Subsequently, when inhibition had to be rapidly reinstated -i.e., when already initiated movements had to be suddenly cancelled following Stop-signals -β-bursting significantly increased at fronto-central scalp sites. This fronto-central increase in β-bursting showed its most coherent spatiotemporal organization at fronto-central sites during time period towards the end of SSRT. This is the exact time period that, according to a popular computational model of the Stop-signal task, should yield the highest amount of inhibitory activity [25] . Finally, one highly notable pattern in our data was that individual instances of fronto-central β-bursting were followed by a rapid (<25ms) re-instantiation of β-bursting over sensorimotor sites, both ipsi-and contralateral to the to-be-stopped movement. We propose that this reflects a low-latency re-instantiation of inhibition at the level of the motor system, triggered by a fronto-central control signal (reflected in the fronto-central β-burst events).
These features of our data show intriguing overlap with several of the proposed properties of the neural cascade underlying movement cancellation that was identified in prior work using measures other than β-bursting. First, the topographical distribution and temporal evolution of the fronto-central β-burst reported here parallels the properties of the Stop-signal P3, an event-related potential that has been proposed to reflect motor inhibition in trial-averaging studies of phase-locked event-related EEG activity [30] [31] [32] . Second, trial-averaged power in the β-band has been repeatedly implicated in movement cancellation in studies of trial-averaged time-frequency activity [7] [8] [9] [10] 13] . This includes intracranial recordings from sites that could well underlie the fronto-centrally distributed pattern of β-bursting observed in our study, including the pre-supplementary motor area [33] . Previous studies may have missed these β -burst patterns due to trialaveraging. Third, the prominent race-model of the Stop-signal task proposes that behavior in this task can be modeled by a race between two processes; one working towards the execution of the motor response and triggered by the Go-signal (the Go-process), and one working towards the cancellation of that response and triggered by the Stop-signal (the Stop-process [23] ). Some controversy still remains regarding whether these two processes operate independently, or whether the Stop-process, once initiated, directly influences the Go-process [25, 26, 34, 35] . Our results show that stopping-related activity at fronto-central sites is immediately followed by a re-instantiation of β-bursting over sensorimotor sitesthe same signature whose initial reduction represents the start of the Go-process (Figure 4 ). This indicates that the activity of the Stop-process is followed by a substantial change in the neural representation of the Go-process, thus speaking in favor of the interactive race-model of movement cancellation. Finally, the pattern of β-bursts during movement cancellation in our study dovetails well with a fourth aspect of the existing literature. Notably, the Stoprelated increase in sensorimotor β-bursting following fronto-central β-bursts was equally 15 observable at both ipsi-and contralateral sensorimotor sites. This parallels existing findings from the motor physiology literature on the Stop-signal task, which have used motor evoked potentials (a signature of cortico-spinal excitability of specific motor tracts) to show that rapid movement cancellation is non-selective. Specifically, when movements are rapidly cancelled, redutions of cortico-spinal excitability are not limited to the specific motor effectors that have to be stopped. Instead, suppression of the entire motor system is observed, even at task-unrelated muscles [36] [37] [38] [39] . The simultaneous, rapid re-activation of β-bursting over both sensorimotor cortices after fronto-central Stop-related β-bursts could be the neurophysiological expression of that same non-selective property in our current dataset.
The current study has several key implications for future research, and motivates several immediate follow-up experiments. First, the precise neural origin of movementrelated β-bursts needs to be investigated. Computational modeling has suggested that these events may results from the integration of near-synchronous bursts of excitatory synaptic drive, targeting the dendrites of pyramidal neurons in specific cortical layers [22] . Whether this physiological property dovetails with the features of specific brain regions that are the purported neural generators of the scalp-recorded data reported here remains to be tested.
Second, if β-bursting over sensorimotor sites is indeed indicative of a 'tonic' inhibitory mode of the motor system -one that is reduced during movement initiation and re-initiated during movement cancellation -it would make it an interesting target for investigations of tonic, preparatory control activity, e.g., that found in proactive inhibition tasks [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . For example, increases in proactive inhibition in task contexts with higher relative likelihoods of Stop-signals could result in increased bilateral sensorimotor β-bursting. Third, there is great interest in pathological features of the β-frequency band in movement disorders, especially Parkinson's disease [16] [17] [18] [19] . To date, most studies of β-band activity in PD are still based on trial-averages. However, recent studies have already used trial-level β-burst measurements in subcortical areas of the basal ganglia to identify gait problems in PD [46] and have investigated the effect of deep-brain stimulation on subcortical β-burst [47] . Future studies may aim to investigate the relationship between abnormal patterns of β-bursting on the scalp and the specific impairments in movement cancellation that are commonly observed in PD [48] [49] [50] . Fourth, β-bursts may provide a new window into the interactions between the subcortical aspects of the extrapyramidal motor system and the cortical aspects underlying higher levels of movement-planning and -control. Several studies have already described β-bursting in several basal ganglia nuclei [17, 20, 21, 51] . It is tempting to assume a correspondence between β-bursting in these brain regions and the cortical regions that are likely underlying the patterns observed in the current study. Indeed, β-bursting may be a 'universal' language of the motor system, signifying distributed processing throughout the both pyramidal and extrapyramidal motor pathways. Finally, investigating fronto-central β-bursts could provide a fruitful test-bed for studies of motor inhibition across many different psychological paradigms. As has been proposed elsewhere, inhibitory control may be a rather universal control mechanism, which could be involved in regulating behavior after unexpected events [52] [53] [54] , response-conflict [55, 56] , error processing [57, 58] , and many other control processes. The current study suggests that even already-existing datasets of experimental tasks that operationalize these processes and measure the neurophysiological indices may be worth re-investigating with a focus on β-band bursting.
Given its nature as the first investigation of single-trial β-bursting during human movement cancellation (and -initiation), the current study cannot answer all potential questions, and has several shortcomings. First, since the neural activity in the current study was non-invasively recorded from the scalp, only very limited conclusions can be made regarding the exact origins of the observed β-bursts. Second, while the fronto-central β-bursts observed in the current study are clearly related to the success of movement cancellation, they are also clearly neither necessary nor sufficient. In fact, Figure 2c shows that even failed Stop-trials include fronto-central β-bursts (though at a reduced rate).
Furthermore, the figure also shows that the majority of successful Stop-trials did not include a β-burst event (at least in the pre-SSRT period). One possible reason for this is that typically, not all Stop-trials in the Stop-signal task actually involve the initiation of a Go-response, which is a requirement for motor inhibition [44, 59, 60] . This is especially true on trials on which the Stop-signal delay is very short, giving little time for significant movement initiation to develop. While this explanation is likely only part of the story, an exploratory analysis of our data confirms this impression, as we did indeed find that successful Stop-trials with fronto-central β-bursts had longer Stop-signal delays compared to trials without β-bursst (t(229) = 2.27, p = .024, d = .06) 1 .
In summary, we here provide the first report of β-burst activity underlying both movement initiation and cancellation in humans. Future studies should investigate the exact properties of these β-bursts as they relate to human and non-human behavior, movement disorders, and the neural basis of movement cancellation in cognitive control.
Methods
Participants
234 healthy adult humans (mean age: 22.7, SEM: .43, 137 female, 25 left-handed) from the Iowa City community participated in the study, either for course credit or for an hourly payment. 123 of those datasets were published as part of other studies, none of which focused on β-bursting [54, [61] [62] [63] . All procedures were approved by the local ethics committee at the University of Iowa (IRB #201511709).
Task
The task was identical to the one described in [54, [61] [62] [63] . In short, trials began with a fixation cross (500ms duration), followed by a white left-or rightward arrow (Go-signal).
Participants were instructed to respond as fast and accurately as possible to the arrow using their left or right index finger (the respective response-buttons were q and p on a QWERTY keyboard). On one-third of trials, a Stop-signal occurred (the arrow turned from white to red) at a delay after the go-stimulus (stop-signal delay, SSD). The SSD, which was initially set to 200ms, was dynamically adjusted in 50ms increments to achieve a p(stop) of .5: after successful stops, the SSD was prolonged; after failed stops, it was shortened. This was done independently for left-and rightward go-stimuli. Trial duration was fixed at 3,000ms. Six blocks of 50 trials were performed (200 Go, 100 Stop).
Data availability
All data, procedures, and analysis routines can be downloaded on the Open Science Framework at [URL to be inserted after acceptance].
Behavioral analysis
Means were extracted for each subject for the following measures: Go-trial reaction time, failed Stop-trial reaction time, Stop-signal delay, Stopping accuracy, and Stop-signal reaction time, which was calculated via the integration method [24] .
EEG recording
Scalp-EEG was recorded using two different BrainProducts (Garching, Germany) systems -one active (actiChamp) and one passive (MR plus). In both cases, 62-channel electrode caps with two additional electrodes on the left canthus (over the lateral part of the orbital bone of the left eye) and over the part of the orbital bone directly below the left eye were used. The ground was placed at electrode Fz, and the reference was placed at electrode Pz. EEG was digitized at a sampling rate of 500 Hz, with hardware filters set to 10s timeconstant high-pass and 1000 Hz low-pass.
EEG data preprocessing
Data were preprocessed using custom routines in MATLAB, incorporating functions from the EEGLAB toolbox [64] . The electrode * time-series matrices for each task were imported into MATLAB and then filtered using symmetric two-way least-squares finite impulse response filters (high-pass cutoff: .3 Hz, low-pass cutoff: 30 Hz). Non-stereotyped artifacts were automatically removed from further analysis using segment statistics applied 20 to consecutive one-second segments of data [joint probability and joint kurtosis, with both cutoffs set to 5 SD, cf., 65]. After removal of non-stereotypic artifacts, the data were rereferenced to common average and subjected to a temporal infomax ICA decomposition algorithm [66] , with extension to subgaussian sources [67] . The resulting component matrix was screened for components representing eye-movement and electrode artifacts using outlier statistics and non-dipolar components [residual variance cutoff at 15%, 68], which were removed from the data. The remaining components were subjected to further analyses.
For all statistical analyses and all plots (except the topographical plots in Figure 1a and 2a), the data were subsequently re-referenced using the current-source density method [69] , which minimizes the effects of volume conduction on the scalp-measured activity. This was done to permit β-event detection at fronto-central electrode FCz and lateral sensorimotor electrodes C3 and C4 without cross-contamination by either side.
β-burst detection
β-burst detection was performed as described in Shin and colleagues' work [3] . The description is adapted from therein. and m = 7 (cycles) for each of 15 evenly spaced frequencies spanning the β-band (15-29Hz).
Time-frequency power estimates were extracted by calculating the squared magnitude of the complex wavelet-convolved data. These power estimates were then epoched relative to the events in question (ranging from -500 to +1,000ms with respect to Stop-/ Go-signals).
Individual β-bursts were defined as local maxima in the trial-by-trial β-band time-frequency power matrix for which the power exceeded a set cutoff of 6x the median power of the entire time-frequency power matrix for that electrode. Local maxima were identified using the MATLAB function imregional(). Figures 1a, 2a, 3) To visualize the topographical distribution of β-bursts with respect to Stop-and Gosignals, 12 windows of 25ms length, starting at 25ms after the event, were defined. For each subject, the number of β-bursts in each window at each electrode following the respective stimulus (Go/Stop) was counted. The average number of β-bursts in each time window for each of the three trial types (Correct Go, Successful Stop, Failed Stop) was then plotted in a topographical grid representing the scalp surface (Figures 1a and 2a) . Figure 3 depicts the difference between the number of β-bursts on Go-and Stop-trials in each window and at each electrode, tested for significance using paired-samples t-tests. The resulting electrode * time window matrix of p-values was corrected for multiple comparisons to a significance level of p = .0001 using the false-discovery rate procedure (FDR, [70] ).
Topographical distribution of β-bursts (
Temporal development of β-bursts (Figure 1b, 2b, 2d) To visualize the temporal development of β-bursts on Go-trials at the two electrodes of interest (C3 and C4), 11 windows of 50ms length ranging from 25ms post-event to 575ms
post-event were defined. This time range spanned the entire post-Go-signal period leading up to mean reaction time. To test the linear decreasing trend observed at C3/C4 during movement initiation for significance, we submitted the means for left-and right-hand responses to the Mann-Kendall test. To test the lateralization of the linear trend towards the end of the response period (i.e., prior to mean RT), we compared the means for left-and right-hand responses at both electrodes using paired-samples t-tests, again corrected for multiple comparisons to a significance level of p = .0001 using the false-discovery rate procedure. To visualize the temporal development of β-bursts on Stop-trials at the electrode of interest (FCz), 6 windows of 50ms length ranging from 25ms post-event to 325ms postevent were defined. This time range spanned the entire post-Stop-signal period leading up to Stop-signal reaction time.
Comparison of pre-SSRT β-events (Figure 2c)
To test the difference in the amount of β-bursts at fronto-central electrode FCz for significance, we counted the number of β-bursts in the time period ranging from the Stopsignal to each individual participants' SSRT estimate, separately for successful and failed Stop-trials. The means were compared across subjects using a paired-samples t-tests.
Lateralized β-bursting after fronto-central β-bursts (Figure 4)
To investigate the pattern of β-bursting over bilateral electrodes C3/4 following fronto-central β-bursts in the Stop-Signal-to-SSRT period on successful Stop-trials, we identified each trial in which such a fronto-central β-burst event occurred, and counted the amount of β-bursts at electrodes C3/4 both contra-and ipsilateral to the to-be-stopped response in eight time windows of 25ms duration ranging from -100 to +100ms around the fronto-central β-burst event. In case more than one β-burst event was found, we chose the latency of the first of those events. To compare these β-burst counts to trials in which no fronto-central β-burst was found, a random time-point in the Stop-signal-to-SSRT interval was chosen from a uniform distribution and C3/4 β-bursts were quantified in an identical time window around that random time point in the pre-SSRT period. We then compared the means burst-counts for the two conditions in the four time-windows following the event (or the 'pseudo-event' in the case of the trial without an actual fronto-central burst) using signed-rank tests (the non-parametrical equivalent of the paired-samples t-test, chosen because of the large skew of the means towards zero in these samples), corrected for multiple comparisons to a critical p-value of p < .0001 using the FDR-method.
